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Dear Mr Jull

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the
Committee review of Division 3, Part III of the Australian
Organisation Act 1979. My comments relate exclusively
associated Iwith those provisions of the Act.
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to policing issues

To date, nd warrants have been issued in the Northern Terri
associated powers conferred upon Police in this jurisdiction
have been iutilised. Nevertheless, Division 3, Part III of the
have implications for Northern Territory Police in that Wari
may be issued by a Northern Territory judge (s.34B(2)) an
limited availability of Australian Federal Police (AFP) thro
Territory, may be required to be executed by a member o
Police.
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I note that Northern Territory Police as "police officers" under Section 34A(b) of
the Act, arp empowered to take certain action under a number of provisions
within the Act.

I also note that any information obtained under these
admissible evidence in any subsequent proceedings against
to any offences, and that it may be used by Police for in
only.
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The only apparent potential issue of concern would relate
would takq for ASIO to obtain a Warrant under urgent
issuing authority for the apprehension of a person who is
jurisdiction! either interstate or overseas. Because th
committed ;nor is suspected of having committed an offenc
Police wo^jld not be empowered to take the person
Questioning/Detention Warrant has been signed. This
result in the person being able to leave the country/State
able to be located again for questioning.
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Northern Territory Police are currently discussing possible
Terrorism (Emergency Powers) Act, or the Police Adminis
NT Department of Justice, to give Police powers in this
person into custody for questioning where reasonable grourjds
may have knowledge of terrorism.
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This woulc| assist ASIO who would then have sufficient
Questioning/Detention Warrant under their own provision
person, if t(iey wished to question him/her.
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It is acknowledged that there may be obstacles from a civil
in attaining; these additional powers, as it would involve the
of a pers4n who has not committed any offence, nor
committing any offence (but only may have knowledge of Te

As an addjtion or alternative, it may be appropriate to sugdjest
an amendment to their own Act to give their Director-General
detain a person in cases of urgency. It would not give the
power to question, but merely the time to request a warrant.

Suggested wording for such a provision could be as follows:

"Nothing in Section 34C prevents the Director-Genen
to detain a person if the Director-General believes on
the detention was necessary as a matter of urgency
for the issue of a warrant".

A further provision should place an obligation on the Directo
a warrant 4s soon as practicable.
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Finally, in fespect to Section 34F(8) of the >AS/O Act (keepi
under the Iwarrant incommunicado for up to 168 hours), it
the Northern Territory does not have dedicated facilities
those persons would need to be detained either in a Police
(Watch Hoj use) or transferred to one of Her Majesty's Gao
Alice Springs.
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As indicated, these provisions/powers have never be
Northern territory and their effectiveness can not be ju
there doe^ not appear to be any aspect of these provis
impractical or unworkable.

I hope these comments will provide some meaningful
process.

Yours sincerely
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